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Tryin' not to turn the tv on again
Turns me off to think of myself like that
Rather write a line I wanna make you cry all night
Or at least to make you think that that's what I've been
doing
I miss being somewhere else
So never I miss that much at all

What am I doing here in the middle of nothing the
middle of nowhere
Iim stuck in one foot following the other I'm going
round in circles now I've got to get out of here
Can't hear you, I'm not listening anymore- oh no.

Thinking I should be a lot less cynical
I hope somebody makes me do something soon
Staying up all night
Sleeping half the day
Waking up forgetting what I'm supposed to dream
about
I miss being somebody else
Oh, I never miss much at all
What am I doing here in the middle of nothing, the
middle of nowhere
I'm stuck in one foot following the other I'm going
round in circles now I've got to get out of here
I can't hear you, I'm not listening anymore- oh no.

Cuz I've got a lot to give, 
I've got a lot to say
Tell me can you hear it? 
If I sing it loud
Or if I shout it out
Oh can you hear me, now? 
Singin loud? or shouting loud

What am I doing here in the middle of nothing the
middle of nowhere
I'm stuck in one foot following the other I'm going
round in circles now I've got to get out of here
I can't hear you, I'm not listening anymore- oh no.
Anymore--oh no
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Anymore--oh
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